
 

OK LINNÉ  
Pre-race info for competition in TrailO, TempO 

Saturday May 12th 2012 
 

 

Assembly Länna, approx. 20km East of Uppsala city center. For map, go to hitta.se and search 

for ”Länna bruksgata 9” in the input field called ”Var?”. There will be flags along 

the road 282 in Länna.  

Parking Close to competition center (CC), maximum 150m. 

Course length 800m. 

Map and 

terrain 

Part of Länna IF’s map-database. 

Scale 1:3 000, contour interval 

2,5m. Revised for TrailO. Laser 

printed. 

The map has been revised with the 

help of laser data. Tables with 

benches as seen in the picture to the 

right are marked with a black X on 

the map. 

The map is enlarged from 1:5 000 

to enhance readability. The control-

circles are 8mm. 

Classes PreElit and PreA. 

NB! Zero controls can occur only in the Elite-class. 

Start First start 10:30. Distance CC – Start: 300m. 

Queuing start in start list order. The start times are approximate. 

Stations There are a total of 7 stations. 

The Elite-class has 5 tasks on each station. 

The A-class has 4 tasks on each station. 

It is allowed to pass other competitors between the stations. Between station 1 and 

2 you will walk along a public road, be careful! 

Times The maximum time for each control is 30 sec in PreElite and 45 sec in PreA. 

Warning will come 20 sec before maximum time, i.e. for PreElite after 130 sec = 

2 min 10 sec and PreA after 160 sec = 2 min 40 sec. 

The penalty time for each incorrect answer is 45 sec in both PreElite and PreA. 

After 

finishing 

Follow the same route back to the CC where your control card is handed in. 

Distance to CC: 1100m. Don’t disturb the other competitors on your way back! 

Service HC-toilet and a smaller kiosk. 

Officials Director: Martin Fredholm +46 701-73 15 69 

Planner: Owe Fredholm +46 70-593 81 41 

 Eva Fredholm +46 706-39 51 81 

Controller: Lars Andersson and Martin Fredholm 

Event controller: Nils Wahlberg, Upsala Studenters IF 

 
OK Linné wishes you all welcome 

http://hitta.se/SearchCombi.aspx?SearchType=4&UCSB%3aWflWhite=1a1b&UCSB%3aWflPink=4a&UCSB%3aTextBoxWho=&UCSB%3aTextBoxWhere=hammarskog%2c+uppsala

